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“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”

Hamlet (act 1, scene 5), Shakespeare
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A single concern, 
the atmospheric environment
■ ARIA Technologies was founded in 1990 in Paris to respond to a single concern,

the atmospheric environment, through numerical simulation of the dispersion of
pollutants in the atmosphere.

This single-focused specialization has enabled ARIA Technologies to build a
comprehensive team of engineers, research scientists, and environment specialists who
bring together the knowledge of fluid dynamics, meteorology, atmospheric chemistry,
applied computing, database management, and geographic information systems (GIS).

ARIA Technologies continually strengthens its competence through collaboration
with leading laboratories in the area of fluid dynamics modeling (EDF – The French
National Electricity Board, ENEL – The Italian Electricity Board, CNRS – The French
National Council for Research, IFP – The French Oil Research Institute). 

It addresses its environmental tasks through two complementary approaches:
design and development of computer-based simulation systems; research studies and
consulting services. By developing its own tools as well as using simulation systems
developed by selected partners, ARIA Technologies can get a deeper insight into the
limitations of the models and confidently guarantee the quality of its response to its
clients’ requirements.

Diverse clients

Although they share a single concern, our clients are very diverse: companies,
engineering consultants, government administrations, local councils, air quality
monitoring networks, public and private research laboratories.

This is because ARIA Technologies’ simulation tools cover a vast range of
applications, from continental to local scale, to study all cases from indoor air pollution
to accidental releases or to the impact of traffic on air pollution.

Irrespective of their size, our clients are attended by a responsive and flexible team,
on whose technical competence and involvement we have built our reputation.

This document describes the main areas of activity of ARIA Technologies for its
research studies and consulting services, and it is intended as a guide to potential
clients in finding solutions to their particular concerns.

However difficult, or unique, your problem may appear to be, we shall be happy to
hear about it. It is complexity that has honed our skills. We take pride in considering
ourselves engineers of the atmosphere, and we are eager to discover new areas of
application.
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approach
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approach

Time-dependent
computation of
emission rates for
the different sources
of air pollution
(industrial activity,
traffic, domestic
heating and
vegetation) and for
each specific air
pollutant.

Modeling of the transport
and diffusion by wind of
pollutants, according to their
physical behavior and
chemical reactions. Results
are viewed as time-
dependent evolution maps,

from which air quality,
exposure of communities,
and environmental risk can
be accurately assessed.

Meteorology

Dispersion

Digitized representation on
a 3D grid of time changing
meteorological parameters
that influence transport
and diffusion of pollutants,
including wind,
temperature, solar
radiation, turbulence, 
and humidity.

Emissions

Modeling Synthesis

A simple approach to
complex problems



Local authorities need information
on air quality in their region for

their urban and transportation
planning projects. Air pollution
modeling shows them the impact of
measures taken to improve air
quality by reducing emissions.

Building networks to monitor air
quality

ARIA Technologies supports the design of air
pollution monitoring networks, using both its
knowledge of pollutant transport and diffusion,
and the data of a precise emission inventory. In this
way it can determine the most suitable locations
for sensors recording air pollution and
meteorological data.

The project can also include a diagnostic phase
(previous history of pollution levels, analysis of
available data) and a test phase. ARIA Technologies
thus designs, tests, and analyzes the components
of specific on-site monitoring campaigns (diffusion
tubes, mobile laboratories, advanced
meteorological and remote sensing instruments).

Emission modeling

ARIA Technologies collects, in collaboration with
local agencies, all the data (geographic, land use,
maps of emission generating activities, distribution
of traffic) required to compile an exhaustive
inventory of the emissions produced by the
different sectors (traffic, industry, domestic
heating, agriculture, natural processes).

It then creates hourly simulations of emission
patterns on a high-resolution grid. ARIA
Technologies ensures that these data are
compatible with national inventories and European
regulatory classifications, particularly for frontier
zones.

Meteorological modeling

Simultaneously, ARIA Technologies investigates the
specific weather situations (the patterns of wind
fields, temperature, turbulence), that cause
episodes of high pollution. This weather
information is used in a digital model that also
integrates a detailed site representation
(topography, land use, buildings).

Air pollution modeling

Emission data and meteorological fields are fed
into a deterministic software system that models
transport, dispersion, and chemical transformation
of the pollutants. In this way, changes in
concentrations of each specified pollutant near the
ground level can be calculated by the hour and
with a grid resolution of one kilometer, in
conjunction with different meteorological
situations.

Simulations are validated by comparison with
information obtained from air pollution
monitoring networks. Results show the individual
contributions of the different sources. 
Simulations can also be used to visualize the
impact of various proposed programs for reducing
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For air quality monitoring services, ARIA Technologies compiles
an accurate inventory of emissions and simulates their
dispersion, for the optimum siting of sensor networks. 
Application of an ARIA model to a district in Brittany (Pays de Lorient) for planning the
extension of its air quality monitoring network Study sponsored by DRIRE Brittany and Air
Breizh.

Air quality at regional scale 
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emissions (restriction of traffic, emission norms for
vehicles and fuels, limitation of industrial
emissions). Such simulations have become
indispensable planning and decision support tools
for the formulation of regional clean air policies.

Short-term forecasting of pollution
episodes

ARIA Technologies also undertakes development
and application of tools for short-term forecasting
of ozone pollution episodes. For these projects it
collaborates with the French weather service,
METEO-FRANCE, and the National Scientific
Research Center, CNRS. The forecast systems
involve a combination of statistical methods
(identification of meteorological variables that are
likely to raise the probability of an episode) and
deterministic methods based on the use of
numerical weather predictions (meteorological
variables that are forecasted by weather services).

regional
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regional

Forecast the impact 
of emission reduction
programs

Modeling tools
that integrate a
large number of

photochemical
reactions are

applied to
simulate

dispersion of
secondary

pollutants at a
regional scale. 

Changes in ozone
concentrations.

Simulation developed
for the AIRPARIF

network as part of the
integrated computer

system supplied to it by
ARIA Technologies for
modeling air pollution
over the Paris region.



The share of traffic-induced
pollutant emissions in overall air

pollution is increasing steadily. The
impact of new traffic planning
projects and of modifications in
existing infrastructure needs to be
carefully studied before
implementation.

Emissions from traffic

ARIA Technologies combines its software for
calculating atmospheric emissions with systems for
monitoring and simulating traffic (counting
systems, traffic models). It works jointly with local
traffic specialists to evaluate the flow, speed, and
mix of traffic. It can thus calculate emissions of the
main pollutants from each type of vehicle, to the
scale of individual streets and city quarters. These
maps of traffic emissions give hourly data, daily
averages, and information for specific traffic
situations (peak evening hours). They are
increasingly used for identifying critical zones,
siting urban pollution sensors, and calculating
pollutant dispersion.

Impact of road works

ARIA Technologies’ systems can forecast
concentration values that a planned roadway
would generate. For this it applies its dispersion
model to traffic emissions, either for an actual
meteorological sequence or for certain case studies
(typical situations, unfavorable situations). These
analyses have a number of applications: study of
the impact of motorway projects, comparison of
different street configurations, analysis of the
effect of certain traffic parameters (percentage of
diesel, transportation of goods ), development of
traffic management options. ARIA Technologies’
systems allow users to observe and compare
different scenarios (before and after, with and
without) to reach a preliminary assessment of the
road project, without being obliged to carry out a
complete inventory of emissions for the study area.
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City councils favor a holistic approach to air quality
management.
Bordeaux urban area. Map of ground-level concentration of nitrogen oxides prepared for the
French electricity board (EDF) and environment agency (ADEME) as part of a comprehensive
environmental impact study (air pollution, noise, fuel consumption, safety ) of goods
transport in the city.

Urban air pollution
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Impact at city level

ARIA Technologies undertakes statistical
evaluations of air quality in cities and detailed
analyses of specific situations. The statistical
evaluations determine the long-term impact of all
the pollutants released in the study area. Its maps
of concentration levels also warn users of the
danger of a surge above regulatory values or alert
levels. The analysis of a specific episode situation
produces an accurate record of concentrations at
any point in the area for critical meteorological
conditions. Users can thus easily assess the
respective contribution of each source of air
pollution (traffic, industry, domestic heating).

Impact at city quarter level

Urban infrastructure such as tunnels, speedways,
underground systems, and parking lots can cause
high levels of localized pollution (less than half a
kilometer range). For such projects, ARIA
Technologies offers 3D modeling tools that use
very high-resolution grids (one meter). These tools
allow users to represent very accurately all the
obstacles and specific features of the problem
(buildings, effect of vehicles and ventilation
systems on airflow). Using a benchmark case, ARIA
Technologies tests various remedial solutions
(geometry, width and layout of throughways,
ventilation rates) and arrives at the most efficient
option for minimizing the impact on air quality.

urban
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urban

Residents are interested in knowing the effect of public works
on air quality in their area.
Visualization of air pollution caused by traffic in the street. Study carried out for the City of
Paris as part of the project for reconfiguration of the Avenue d’Italie in southern Paris.

Assess the impact 
of new urban projects 
on air quality



Companies need to integrate their
factories in the natural

environment. They have a legal
obligation to conduct impact studies to
ensure compliance with regulatory air
quality norms. Moreover, as good
corporate citizens, they also adopt a
proactive environmental management
policy (as for ISO14001 certification).
ARIA Technologies assists a large
number of companies in managing
their air pollution problems more
effectively.

Emissions inventories 
for industrial sites

An emission inventory for an industrial site involves
characterization of all sources of pollution,
including point sources (stacks), diffuse emissions
(vapor from tanks), fugitive emissions (accidental
releases). The inventory is compiled by interpreting
on-site measurements and comprehensive site
data.

Environmental information 
systems (EIS)

In an Environmental Information System, data
generated through continuous monitoring are
recorded in a database, analyzed, and output as
reports such as environmental quality indexes. The
integration of a modeling tool for emission impact
allows automatic regulation of emissions based on
the expected impact. ARIA Technologies designs
Environmental Information Systems, and provides
modeling components for third party systems.
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Industrial impact
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Site topography can influence the impact 
of industrial plumes.

3D representation of pollutant concentration caused by the Rouen industrial sources.
Study conducted for the Haute-Normandie Regional

Environment Protection Board (DRIRE) 
and the Air Pollution 
Monitoring network 

AIR Normand.
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Management of on-site field
experiments

Modeling techniques are increasingly used in the
management of field experiments to ensure that
measurements are taken at the appropriate time
and place and under representative
meteorological conditions. Models developed by
ARIA Technologies are useful for selecting
optimum sites and operation mode for advanced
sensors (sonic anemometers, SODAR, DOAS,
LIDAR). They allow the comparison of monitored
data and computed results and alert users
immediately about errors and omissions in the
emissions inventory or in the experimental setup.

Evaluation of the impact of industrial
sources

All industrial sectors are concerned by impact
studies of air quality. The models developed by
ARIA Technologies for these studies of the long-
term impact of atmospheric emissions from a plant
can be used for calculating the contribution of
different sources of pollution and for comparing
computed concentration levels with authorized
threshold values. Models also reveal the respective
contribution of urban and industrial sources. These
projects involve mainly a determination of the
maximum quantities of emissions and other
related parameters (type of gas, stack dimensions,
emission speed and temperature), depending on
observed meteorological conditions.

Specific situations sometimes call for more
detailed analysis, as in the case of releases of
heavy gases, low wind situations, effect of
topography and sea breezes, and water vapor
plumes, which can cause haze or frost.

industry
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industry

Integrate industrial 
plants in the natural
environment

Condensed water plumes are likely to cause poor visibility and
frost. Companies need to know their occurrence probability for
carrying out special countermeasures (heating of plumes).
Case study for a paper mill. Study commissioned by Jaakko Poÿry.

Numerical simulations are useful for assessing the long-term
impact of industrial plants on air quality.
Ground-level impact of a plume from a thermal power plant (courtesy ENEL SpA).



ARIA Technologies advises
companies on how they can

mitigate the risk of explosion, fire,
and accidental releases of hazardous
materials.

Estimation of the source term

The main parameter in an environmental accident
is the quantity of pollutant released in the
atmosphere. In addition to the standard accident
scenarios that project different hypotheses of
emission rates, ARIA Technologies designs and
implements inverse emission estimation techniques
in real time by combining continuous monitoring
and a rapid dispersion model in an alert system.

Industrial hazards 

Calculations of dispersion of accidental releases are
characterized by very short distances and time
intervals, the significant role of obstacles, and
specific physical behavior of heavy gases. The
objective of risk assessment studies, performed
both for accidental gaseous releases and fires,is to
determine the probability of a critical situation
(threshold exposure and concentration levels, IDLH)
occurring under particular meteorological
conditions.

Forest fires

In case of a forest fire, community safety services
need accurate information of the wind field in
complex terrain. ARIA Technologies merges
meteorological and fire propagation models to
enable a better assessment of the situation.

Transportation accidents

ARIA Technologies helps companies develop
detailed plans for transport of hazardous materials.
3D modeling techniques are applied to detailed
simulations of accidents involving such transport
through high-risk transit areas, such as tunnels in
complex urban zones.
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risksrisks

Environmental accidents

ARIA Technologies analyzes
potential risks linked to gas or oil

drilling on offshore platforms. 
Visualization of a heavy gas plume 

from the stack of a methane drilling site.

Mitigate the risk
of explosion, fire,
and release of
hazardous
materials

Risk assessment studies use 3D simulations to determine
accurately the safety limits in complex locations 

(irregular terrain, building obstacles).
Accidental release of a heavy gas (chlorine) at an industrial site located near the sea.

Simulation developed for the EMU project (Evaluation of Modeling Uncertainties) 
funded by the European Commission.
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The meteorological
simulation tools

developed by ARIA
Technologies for
analyzing air
pollution are also
widely used in other
sectors such as
construction,
transportation, and
energy.

Evaluation of wind power

Wind farms involve high investments, but the wind
resource constitutes an unknown variable. In
collaboration with the French electricity board, EDF,
ARIA Technologies has developed techniques that
simultaneously use several months of wind data,
geographic characteristics of the site, and 10-year
meteorological time series from the European
Meteorological Centre. The techniques are used for
siting the wind towers and for analyzing the
overall performance of the project, including
variability in time of the resource.

Effect of weather on infrastructure

ARIA Technologies’ experience in numerical
simulation of small-scale wind fields in complex
terrain enables it to study the effect of high winds
on trains (transportation of goods, high-speed
trains), electric cables, and flyovers on motorways.
It also analyzes the impact of climatic conditions
(very low temperatures, snow retention) on
structures.

Application of large-scale
meteorological data

The use of pollutant dispersion models in
continental scale applications (Chernobyl) has
familiarized ARIA Technologies with the use of
weather forecasting and analysis data obtained
from meteorological services worldwide. It can thus
study cross-border flows as in the case of the sand
from the Gobi desert, locust outbreaks in Africa,
and the dispersion of volcanic ash.

meteorology
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meteorology

Applied meteorology

Long-range
pollution

transport.
Trajectory of air

masses from the
RBMK reactor of

the Chernobyl
nuclear power 

plant nine days
after the accident 

(May 5, 1986).

Reconstitution of a 3D windfield 
on complex terrain to 

determine potential 
for a wind farm.

Apply analytical
tools developed for
air pollution to
other sectors



Community health

It is now a proven fact that pollution (fine
particles, dioxin, SO2, benzene, etc.) adversely
affects community health. In addition to health,
impact studies must indicate the possible effects
on the overall environment including vegetation
and built-up areas.

Exposure

Concentration maps are inadequate for an
accurate assessment of the impact of air pollution
on community health. ARIA Technologies
supplements them with exposure studies, which
calculate actual indoor pollution, and take into
account the different sensitivities of individuals,
their activities, and their mobility.

Indoor air quality

Indoor pollution studies analyze, for example, risks
incurred by particular activities in a work area
(ventilation system, workspace layout). They are
also useful for optimum siting of alarm sensors.
ARIA Technologies studies the efficiency of sterile
environments and the definition of insulation
systems for special applications (hospitals, nuclear
power plants, submarines).

Built-up areas and monuments

Conservation specialists realize the significance of
the role of pollution and precipitation in
accelerating degradation of buildings. The damage
caused by air pollution on built-up areas and
monuments needs to be quantified. ARIA
Technologies helps communities estimate repair
and maintenance costs through its simulations of
the deterioration process.
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welfarewelfare

Impact on health and environment

Hygiene and safety services
are concerned with the air
quality in work areas.
Simulations of the dispersion
of emissions (gas, dust) are
useful in improving working
conditions and product
quality. They test various
solutions such as
parameterization and siting
of ventilation systems.
Air flow diagram of a mechanical foundry
at Renault.

loading area

Recognize the
effects of air
pollution

ventilation
systems

oven



ADEME

AIR LIQUIDE

AIR NORMAND

AIRFOBEP

AIRPARIF

ALSTHOM EGT

APAVE

ARMINES

ARMORICAINE D’INCINÉRATION

ASP

ASPA

BARRICALLA

BEGEY

BET-AREA

BETURE

CABINET CETA

CABINET MERLIN

CEA-CADARACHE

CEA-DAM

CEL

CEP-BUREAU VERITAS

CERCHIMIE

CERTU

CETE LYON

CETU

CGC

CISE

CLIMESPACE

CNES

CNIM

CNRS

COMMUNAUTÉ DES PAYS D’AIX

CORIA

CSD AG

CSI PIEMONTE

CUDL

DAMES & MOORE

DATITALIA

DDE 43

DDE 63

DDE 68

DDE 76

DDE 77

DDE 92

DDE 94

DÉCHETS SERVICES

DGA

DISTRICT ROUEN

DIVERGENT

DREIF

DRIRE HAUTE NORMANDIE

DRIRE ILE-de-FRANCE

DRIRE PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTES
d’AZUR

ECOAUDIT

ECOLE CENTRALE DE LYON

ECOLE DES MINES DE DOUAI

EDF

EFYSIS

ELF

ENEA

ENEL Spa

ENVIRONNEMENT ET SECURITE

EOG

ETNA

EURIWARE

EUROPEAN UNION

FIAT SISTEMI AMBIENTE

FMA

GAZ DE FRANCE

GUERBET

GEC ALSTHOM

GEOSCOP

GROUPE CHIMIQUE TUNISIEN

GSE

IBERDROLA

IBM

ICF KAISER

IFP

INERIS

INGEVALOR

INSAVALOR

IRMA

ISPESL

JAAKKO POYRY

JAPAN NUS COMPANY

JRC

KANAZAWA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

KVAERNER CONSEIL

LABORATOIRE DE
METEOROLOGIE DYNAMIQUE 

LAFARGE CIMENTS

LAMMA

LCSQA 

LISA

LOG

METEO-FRANCE

MINISTERE DE
L’ENVIRONEMMENT

MINISTERE DE L’EQUIPEMENT

NORSKE SKOG 

OCREAL

OLIVETTI RICERCA

ORAMIP

OTV

PEUGEOT SA

PROJECT AUTOMATION Spa

PHOSPHATES DE GABES

PREVENTEC

PRINCIPADO DE ASTURIAS

PROVINCIA DI TORINO

PSI

REDAT

REGION ILE-DE-FRANCE

REGIONE CAMPANIA

REGIONE TOSCANA

RENAULT

RHÔNE POULENC

SAIC

SANEF

SARP

SBFM

SECHE

SEM CENTRE PARIS

SEPOC

SGS ECOLOGIA

SIDEFAGE

SIET 

SIRDHIM

SMA FIRENZE

SNCF

SOCATOP

SSESCO

SYSECA

TEC INGENIERIE

TOTAL

UNIVERSITA DI MESSINA

UNIVERSITE DE LIEGE

US-DOD

USIRF

VILLE DE BESANÇON

VILLE DE MARSEILLE

VILLE DE PARIS

VILLE DE RENNES

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Related services
To be truly effective, an environmental study needs to be accompanied
by an appropriate corporate communication strategy that informs
internal and external stakeholders about the environmental issues
confronting the company. ARIA Technologies also assists its clients in
preparing the necessary communication tools (brochures, articles,
audiovisuals, WebPages, CD-ROMs).

Training
ARIA Technologies offers training programs in its area of specialization
to ensure effective implementation of an environmental program:
numerical modeling, applied meteorology, emissions, atmospheric
dispersion. The programs aim to guide clients in the choice of models
relevant to their requirement.

Software and systems
The software and systems required for the studies are distributed by
ARIA Technologies. Further information on these products is presented in
the brochure «Software and Systems».

References



ARIA Technologies

ARIA Technologies is exclusively concerned with the atmospheric environment. 
Its core abilities are: the calculation of pollutant dispersion; meteorological analysis; and modeling of

wind, emissions, and air quality. 

ARIA Technologies works with Europe’s largest laboratories to offer high-quality services to its clients in
industry, government, and project engineering.
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